2019
ACTIVITY
REPORT

Daruieste Aripi Association is a non-proﬁt organization with the aim
of improving the Romanian medical system, for the real guarantee
by the Romanian state of the fundamental rights of children (the
right to health and life), with priority for those with oncohaematologic diseases.
Our vision is that of a society that protects children’s wings so that
they can all have an equal chance to fulﬁll their potential.
Our mission is to have a meaningful contribution to those changes
in health and education that majorly inﬂuence the life of children and
their families.
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ABOUT 2019
During a conﬂicting climate both for us and for our sponsors, 2019 was a challenging
period, both operationally and strategically. We were at the conﬂuence of major projects,
which aimed at building hospital infrastructure on one hand, as a legacy of the past and, on
the other hand, at building ideas, processes and mechanisms, designed to fundamentally
change the way we care for children with cancer in Romania. Our satisfaction, whether we
are talking about completed or future projects, is based on the way in which the medical
staff who works and strives along with us, understood to update their vision along with
modernizing the physical appearance of the wards.
In 2019 we have understood that a fresh environment, dedicated to treating the less
fortunate children is not enough, as long as we do not also generate a change in the way
these children are cared for. This is how this brave project came to be developed, a project
in which we visit the homes of sick children, when it is not compulsory for them to be in the
hospital. With a number of 141 visits in 2019 and a percentage of 23% less visits to the
hospital, we have increased the children’s and their families’ comfort as well as the
availability of the medical staff for real emergency cases. This program being a successful
one, we anticipate that in the next years it will spread to other geographical areas, in order
to multiply the positive effect to as many children as possible. At the same time, having
distanced ourselves from the construction projects of the medical units and empowering
medical innovation as a process, we have set up in 2019 The National Child Cancer
Registry, partnering with the Romanian Society of Pediatric Oncology-Hematology, taking
and important step towards creating a solid database to be the foundation of a modern and
efﬁcient system of care for children that are cancer patients.
We are continuing these important projects, extending their effects to a national level. As
recognition of the level of quality that we have obtained, The National Child Cancer
Registry was accepted with full membership in the European Network of Cancer Registries
(ENCR), placing Romania on the map of the European Registry, for the ﬁrst time,
integrating our current information regarding child cancer in our country with that from 26
other countries.
We strongly believe in the path we have chosen and
we are certain that we shall be supported by more
and more partners that are willing to invest in the
social wellbeing.
Thank you for a fruitful year and we promise a
new 2020, full of challenges and achievements.
ALINA PĂTRĂHĂU
Founder
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2019 IN NUMBERS

18
ongoing projects

141
children with severe chronic conditions visited at home
for treatments and medical monitoring

11.717
km travelled with the medical staff at the homes
of sick children for treatment

2.060.000
euros - the cost of the construction of the
Intensive Care Unit for Newborns Constanța

30
volunteers swam for us at
Swimathon Bucharest 2019
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WE INNOVATE IN THE ROMANIAN
PEDIATRIC ONCOLOGY
The experience of the last 7 years and the fact that we carry out our activity from the
pediatric oncology ward of Constanța County Hospital, keep us up to date with the urgent
needs of the system and strengthen our belief that the power of community brings real
changes to the Romanian health system. The proof lies in the result of each of our projects,
carried out so far.
Thus, in 2019:
WE DEVELOPED THE NATIONAL CHILD CANCER REGISTRY - project awarded with
the 1st Prize at the Civil Society Gala 2019 - Health Category
The National Register of Childhood Cancer will continuously provide the complete and
updated epidemiological picture of pediatric oncology pathology on the Romanian
territory, constituting a key resource for national and international research.
For the ﬁrst time in Romania, the speciﬁc needs of cancer in children will be realistically
known - the number of children in need of annual care, the need for doctors and
specialized wards, the need for medicines, speciﬁc investigations and medical devices.
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WE CARRY OUT THE PROJECT OF TRAVELING TO THE HOME OF CHILDREN WITH
SEVERE CHRONIC CONDITIONS FROM DOBROGEA FOR MEDICAL TREATMENTS
AND MONITORING
Mixed teams of the association and the specialized medical staff of the pediatric oncohematology ward of the Constanța County Hospital travel to the homes of children with
severe chronic conditions from Dobrogea for procedures that can be performed at home,
without risks.
The program is a natural continuity of the medical activity in the hospital, coming to the aid
of sick children and their families, in order to increase their chances of survival and quality
of life.
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WE SUPPORT 3 PEDIATRIC ONCOLOGY WARDS FROM ROMANIAN STATE
HOSPITALS
The pediatric oncology ward from Constanța - built by us in 2014, was renovated this
year and we continue to support its activity with the purchase of necessary medical
equipment, supplies and cleaning materials.
The pediatric oncology ward from Bucharest Oncological Institute - we cover the
salary of the ward`s only social worker, the one who helps all the cases hospitalized here.
We also purchased necessary medical equipment and sanitary materials.
The pediatric oncology ward from "Marie S. Curie" Children's Hospital Bucharest we purchased medical equipment and furniture, identiﬁed together with the ward`s
medical staff.
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WE STARTED THE PROJECT FOR THE ESTABLISHING OF THE ANESTHESIA ROOM
FOR THE MRI EXAMINATION FOR CHILDREN, ADMITTED TO THE BUCHAREST
ONCOLOGICAL INSTITUTE
We are renovating the space next to the premises where the MRI apparatus of the
Bucharest Oncological Institute is located, in order to increase the comfort of children with
cancer admitted here. Thus, children no longer have to be transported to other hospitals
and can be treated in the same place.
This is an ongoing project and will be completed in 2020.
Expected results:
- Adherence to therapeutic protocols for medical treatment and monitoring in malignant
pediatric oncological pathology;
- Increasing the comfort for children with cancer hospitalized here and for their parents;
- Avoiding the costs for the therapeutic procedures carried out in the ward;
- Avoiding infectious complications that may occur as a result of moving children patients
in other medical centers.

BEFORE
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PROJECTS OF NATIONAL
IMPORTANCE
WE COMPLETED THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEWBORN INTENSIVE THERAPY
UNIT AND THE PREMATURE WARD WITHIN THE CONSTANTA COUNTY HOSPITAL
The Neonatology Ward within the Constanța County Hospital is the only third grade ward
that cares for children born prematurely or with medical conditions in the South-East
area of Romania.
It is our most ambitious project, realized in partnership with the Vodafone Romania
Foundation and the Inima Copiilor Association, whose construction costs were 2,060,000
euros.

BEFORE

AFTER
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WE HAVE EQUIPPED THE ANESTHESIA AND INTENSIVE THERAPY WARDS I AND III,
FROM FUNDENI CLINICAL INSTITUTE WITH SPECIFIC MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
With the ﬁnancial support from Therme Bucharest we managed to purchase of medical
equipment and devices identiﬁed together with the medical staff, such as: video
laryngoscope set, patient mobilization chairs, patient warning system, patient elevator,
bedpan washer-desinfector unit, complete audio, video and sensory stimulation system.
The aim of this project is to improve the hospitalization conditions of children and adult
patients in the intensive care units from Fundeni Clinical Institute and to reduce the stress
factors, speciﬁc to the environment of intensive care.
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WE HAVE EQUIPPED 11 REGIONAL BLOOD TRANSFUSION CENTERS WITH
SPACES DEDICATED TO CHILDREN
The blood crisis in Romania continues. The number of donors at national level does not
cover the need for blood and less than 2% of Romanians donate blood.
Our goal is to encourage as many parents as possible to go and donate blood by coming to
local transfusion centers, even accompanied by their little ones.
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LOCAL PROJECTS
RENOVATION ANF EQUIPPING OF THE PEDIATRIC KINESIOTHERAPY ROOM
FROM CONSTANTA COUNTY HOSPITAL
In Constanta there are approximately 2,000 children in need of various levels of
medical rehabilitation, without including somatic or psychiatric disabilities, visual
impairments, or rare diseases, as mentioned in the latest public statistic bulletin of National
Authority for the Protection of the Rights of the Child and Adoption (NAPRCA) on 31 March
2019. All these children require kinesiotherapy treatment, and such treatment should be
provided free of charge. Pediatric kinesiotherapy room within Constanta County Hospital
is the place where medical rehabilitation is performed free of charge. Daruieste Aripi
Association modernized the premises to provide children with ailments better conditions
to undertake kinesiotherapy sessions.
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WE HAVE STARTED THE MODERNIZATION OF WARDS FOR CHILDREN WITH
BURNS IN THE PEDIATRIC SURGERY AND ORTHOPEDICS WARD FROM
CONSTANTA COUNTY HOSPITAL
In order to function and to ensure optimal treatment conditions for the children with burns,
the wards were refurbished by replacing the whole thermal and sanitary installations, by
fully rebuilding the bathrooms, modernization of the walls and ﬂooring with anti-bacterial
materials, by replacing the windows and endowing with speciﬁc equipment: electric bed,
electrocardiograph, syringe pumps, bactericidal lamp, lighting ramps, treatment trolley,
blood pressure cuffs, non-contact thermometers, pulse oximeters, pediatric duplex
stethoscope.

BEFORE

DURING THE MODERNIZATION
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WE HAVE EQUIPPED THE PEDIATRICS WARD OF THE TULCEA COUNTY HOSPITAL
The equipment that has been acquired consisted in: portable blood analyzer machines,
fully equipped emergency wheeled treatment carts, oxygen concentrator, phototherapy
lamp, nasal aspirator, pulse oximeters, wheelchairs for patient, swaddle tables,
thermometers, pediatric examination couch, shades for patients’ side-rooms, replacing
patients’ side rooms doors, computers and a multifunctional station for doctors, all
acquired with the purpose of offering better treatment conditions to the children admitted
here.
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WE HAVE EQUIPPED THE SURGERY ROOM OF THE PEDIATRIC SURGERY UNIT OF
THE CONSTANTA COUNTY HOSPITAL
Daruieste Aripi annually invests in the modernization of thePediatric Surgery Unit of the
Clinical County Hospital Constanta. This unit serves Constanta, Tulcea county and
Ialomita County. This is also the only medical center specialized in detecting
developmental dislocation (dysplasia) of the hip (DDH).
We have acquired optimum performance medical equipment for the operating theater,
pulse oximeters, medical supplies, air conditioning systems, IT equipment for doctors,
beddings for patient’s rooms. We support doctors with specialized trainings abroad.
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WE HAVE EQUIPPED THE COMMUNITY CENTER FROM THE VILLAGE OF
ESELNITA, MEHEDINTI COUNTY
We have met Mrs. Elisabeta Pacuraru in 2018, during the Merito Gala, being one of the
awarded teachers. We were impressed by her drive to bring forth real change to the
education of the children she teaches in the village of Eșelnița, Mehedinți county.
We have contributed to the refurbishing of the Community Center in Eselnita, which has
been severely affected by ﬂooding three times, in 2018. It has thus been possible to again
start organizing and carrying out educational programs for the children and the
community.

BEFORE

AFTER
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EVENTS
FAMILY RUN
The Family Run Race, included in the Sands Marathon, has been dedicated to supporting
the projects of our Association for 4 years. Teams of children and parents run for noble
causes. All the revenues from the participation fees are directed towards our projects.

SWIMATHON BUCHAREST
The biggest swimming fundraising event in Romania. We are happy to have raised the
most funds for our projects in the ﬁrst two years of our participation (2018 and 2019) and
we are, hereby, thankful to our swimmers and donors.
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JOYFUL DAYS AT THERME
Therme București is the biggest Aquapark in South Eastern Europe and, throughout the
years, they have been ﬁnancially supporting us in our projects as well as helping us provide
an unforgettable fun day in the Aquapark for sick children coming from difﬁcult situations.
Many of the children beneﬁting from this trip have told us that it has been the best day of
their lives. Thank you, again, Therme București.

DARUIESTE ARIPI GALA – CHARITABLE CHRISTMAS CONCERT
Partnering with the Minerva Association, every year we organize a charitable event at the
“Oleg Danovski” National Ballet and Opera Theater in Constanta, where we meet with all
the sponsors, volunteers and supporters of the association.
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PROJECT EXPENSES
2019
Name of the project

Value in RON

Reconstruction and Modernization of the Neonatal Intensive
Care Unit and The Premature Ward in Constanta

2 605 317,58

Gratuities obtained for the construction of the Neonatal Intensive
Care Unit Constanta (2017-2019)

5 950 671,00

National Child Cancer Registry

278 652,19

Equipment of the Intensive Care Units 1 and 3 from
The Bucharest Fundeni Clinical Institute

222 363,00

Treatment and medical monitoring at the homes of children
with severe chronic conditions from Dobrogea

185 761,00

Modernization of the Pediatric Unit from Tulcea County Hospital

155 417,00

Establishing an anesthesia room for children MRI examination
at Bucharest Oncology Institute

143 121,13

Equipment of the pediatric surgery room in Constanta

87 062,02

Supporting the Pediatric Oncology hematology ward in Constanta

82 811,37

Supporting small projects and medical cases

77 453,60

Refurbishing and equipment of wards for children with burns
in the Constanta County Hospital

57 314,15

Modernization of the pediatric kinesiotherapy room within
the Constanta County Hospital

45 000,41

Fundraising Events

29 336,93

Modernization of the Constanta Regional Blood Transfusion Center

19 398,83

Trainings

12 592,36

Modernization of the Eselnita Educational Center

12 178,71

Modernization of the Marie Curie Pediatric oncology Unit

9 298,14

Equipping 11 regional transfusion centers
(national project)

8 423,00

TOTAL

9 982 172,99
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
MATRIX - 2019
3% 1%

96%

Projects value (total)

Projects value

4 031 501,99 lei

Projects gratuities (2017-2019) 5 950 671,00 lei

Salary expenses

Salary payments

335 568,00 lei

Administrative expenses

Administrative expenses

INCOME IN 2019
20% from companies' income taxes

3 420 611,73 lei

Individual donations

408 127,81 lei

2% from individual income taxes

105 044,02 lei
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68 207,17 lei

AKNOWLEDGEMENTS
OF THE IMPACT
OF OUR PROJECTS
First Prize "Health" category - Civil Society Gala for the project
National Child Cancer Registry
Leader in Children's Health, 2019 - trophy awarded at the Itsy Bitsy
Gala
Ten Valuable People - Excellence Award, offered as a sign of
appreciation for striking contribution to the development of
Constanta city
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OUR PARTNERS
We would like to thank all those who supported us this year:
Techno Marine Services
Motor expert
AB Crewing
MSDV Steel Group
Ekodep
Legam Agro
Auto Prima Serv
Gamaro Construct
Cromeet
VH Extra Oil
Intertrans Comp SRL
Elmont Construct
Europal Alpin
CMA Ships
GMB Computers
Barklav
SC 2S SRL
Agro Build
AD Expertiza SRL
Almar New Building
Asociatia Pontul Euxin
Asociatia Sana Sport
Auchan Romania
Ceetrus Romania
Filip SRL
Fundatia Ayan
Fundatia United Way Romania
Kimo Autotruck
Litoral Perfect
Mar Pet Grup
Marc Yaacoub
MKP Activ
Omni Construct Logistic
Orion Logistic
Pronav Shipping
Scoala Gimnaziala Petre Ispirescu
Scoala nr. 8
Travel Concept International
Vidra Expo Tour

Fundația Vodafone România
ING România
Socep
Therme București
CELCO
CHS
Rompetrol
Global Defense Logistics
Romar Shipping
Cofco International
Cora
Fair Play Games
Control Union România
Sterk
Ameropa Grains
Controltech Solutions
Zip Escort
Navlomar Maritime
Novitrade
Dobrogea Sud
Vard Engineering
Agro Seed
Brise
Progress Consulting
Exclusiv Auto
Agritrans Service International
Septembrie Consulting
Agro Valpet
Xact Consulting
Meyer Logistica
Pro Refrigeration
London Star
Al Promt
DP World
Fyrvik Service
Nova Company Group
Agro Invest Valea Dacilor
Canopus Star
MB Strategic Building
Agroterra
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HOW YOU CAN HELP
1. Online donation by card
2. Online donation by bank transfer
3. Individuals. Donate 3.5%
4. Legal entities. Donate 20%
5. Donate your birthday
6. Donate new toys and school supplies
7. Adopt a project

CONTACT

ASOCIAȚIA DĂRUIEȘTE ARIPI
CUI: 314 827 67
IBAN LEI: RO 70 BTRL RON CRT 020 750 3901
IBAN EURO: RO 90 BTRL EUR CRT 020 750 3902
IBAN USD: RO94 BTRL USD CRT 020 750 3902
BANK: Banca Transilvania, Sucursala Constanța
BIC/SWIFT CODE: BTRLRO22
Alina Pătrăhău, Founder Dăruiește Aripi
+40 723 215 387
alina@daruiestearipi.ro
Loredana Ștefan, Project Manager
+40 732 405 986
loredana@daruiestearipi.ro

info@daruiestearipi.ro
www.daruiestearipi.ro
FB.com/AsociatiaDaruiesteAripi
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